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3. AN INTRODUCTION TO LISP 

We’ve discussed the basic distinguishing features of Lisp in Introduction to AI. Here we continue this 
discussion in detail.  

Lisp is a language developed by John McCarthy but has since then developed into a giant. Its beauty is in its 
ability to extend itself through macros to accommodate new programming techniques.  

Lisp has over time acquired many dialects. Common Lisp, ANSI Lisp and Scheme are some of the most popular 
ones. ANSI Lisp is the recommended standard.  

Because of the differences in different dialects, Common Lisp was developed as a standard and has been further 
strengthened by ANSI now.  

3.1. Lisp IDEs 

An IDE is very important in Lisp because of its “strange” syntax – the parentheses.  

It’s very difficult to work in a generic text editor when developing in Lisp. A specialized editor is needed for:  
- Bracket matching 
- Properly indenting code  
- Colour code or pretty printing  

Several IDEs are present for different OSs. Alegro and Xanalysis provide commercial, industry standard IDEs. 
They also offer free, evaluation and educational resources.  

Free IDEs are CLisp, Emacs editor and many more you can find easily on the internet. Just make sure they offer 
the facilities mentioned above.  

A Lisp IDE has two main parts we’re interested in here.  
- Interpreter  
- Editor  

3.2. Basic Lisp Syntax 

An interpreter sits in a read-eval-print loop. It reads the input, evaluates the expression input and prints the 
output. Its prompt usually looks like this 

> 

We’ll put the lisp code on a line with a > and the results will follow.  

> (+ 2 4)  
⇒ 6 

The input is an expression and the output is a symbol – in this case a number. Notice that in Lisp expressions, 
the operator comes before the operands. This is called prefix notation.  
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The expression you see in this example is a list. It’s enclosed in parentheses. The first symbol after the start of 
parenthesis is the operator and is followed by whatever number of arguments the operator operates on.  

The + operator can work on any number of arguments.  

> (+ 3 5 6 3 2 6) ⇒ 25 

Here we’ve written the input and output in the same line separated by an arrow.  

Evaluation 

The evaluation order of an expression is important. Here’re the rules for evaluation:  

1. Start from left. The first symbol should evaluate to a function. We’ll discuss this further later. 

2. Evaluate each symbol going from left to right:  
- A number evaluates to itself 
- An atom evaluates to its value 
- An expression is evaluated using these same rules  

So, if we input another expression instead of a number for the + function, we get the expected results as long as 
that expression evaluates to a number.  

> (+ 1 5 (+ 1 2)) ⇒ 9 

Notice the double closing bracket. The first one closes the inner + and the second closes the outer +.  

In the above example (+ 1 2) gets evaluated and the result gets substituted in the outer expression. This way 
of looking at the execution is called ‘substitution model’.  

Let’s see a few more examples.   

The following predicate (i.e. a function that returns either true or false) tells us whether the input is a number 

> (numberp 45) ⇒ t  
> (numberp ‘sim) ⇒ nil  

Notice that instead of ‘false’, the interpreter returns ‘nil’. ‘nil’ is the Lisp way of saying (among other things) false.  

Another predicate is symbolp: 

> (symbolp 45) ⇒ nil  
> (symbolp ‘sim) ⇒ t 

Equal is another important predicate. (Other tests for equality are: eq, eql and equalp.) 

> (equal ‘cat ‘cat) ⇒ t 
> (equal ‘cat ‘dog) ⇒ nil 


